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Abstract: Both government and the research community are aware of the critical need to act in the face 
of climate-related coastal change, and are becoming aware that any meaningful understanding of how 
people perceive the future of environmental change and associated adaptations must engage the public; 
because public insight, when coupled with expert knowledge, will result in more locally-accurate and 
valid data leading to community-based vs. top-down planning.  Augmented reality via mobile devices 
offers a modern substitute for traditional forms of communicating scientific advocacy, enabling existing 
knowledge to be introduced in situ and in the course of everyday life. Building on those mobile com-
munications with collaborative features that allow people’s insights and stories to be stored and shared 
offers a new way to gather public opinion and insights with minimal intrusion but immediate utility in 
ongoing planning and decision making at both the public and expert level. We describe a publicly 
available mobile phone application, youARhere, being launched in McIntosh County, Georgia on the 
marshland coast of the south eastern United States that both communicates projected plausible envi-
ronmental futures and collaborates by prompting narratives imagining history as told from the future. 
The stories are shared through the application and used by researchers to form a collective narrative 
using modern qualitative techniques that search for commonly voiced sentiments and map them onto 
the places of their origin. This type of information product is emerging and valuable in modern decision-
making environments where inclusivity is a concern and the current gap between science and the public 
threatens inaction on our inevitable climate future.  
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1 Introduction 

Government agencies and managers in the coastal south-eastern United States are increas-
ingly concerned about the need for people to act in the face of climate-related change, e. g., 
sea-level rise, changing storm frequencies and severities, temperature extremes, yet frustrated 
by the challenges of bringing about orderly and responsible change (HAUER 2017, HAUER et 
al. 2016, SWEET et al. 2017). People’s daily vantage point from which they see the coastal 
landscape, how they fit into the environments that surround them, and how best to respond 
to change, is shaped by personally held narratives. In recent years those narratives have in-
cluded stories about rising sea-levels and the impacts of Hurricanes Matthew (2016), Irma 
(2017), Florence (2018), and Dorian (2019). Their narratives, though, are not limited to the 
forecasts of climate-related human/environment relationships that the scientific community 
conveys with reports, maps, and the other typical media of environmental research. Similarly, 
at times of heightened climate-related change such as rising sea level and damaging storms 
resulting in the need to evacuate or migrate, the stories go far beyond reporting the prescrip-
tive details of local emergency plans and responses. The non-scientific public have insights 
into the history, culture, and tangible environmental events that have shaped their current 
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environment; and their dreams and aspirations for the future determine their actions, whether 
to retreat in the face of change, or to embrace it. Both the scientific community and the public 
are aware of environmental change on the horizon but assess its urgency from different van-
tage points (SLOVIC 2000, WONG-PARODI & BRUINE DE BRUIN 2017). 

1.1 Engaging the Future 

While people are able and willing to think about the past, the future, other people’s experi-
ences and anticipated threats, they place a psychological distance between themselves and 
the issue that affects their willingness and ability to act accordingly (TROPE & LIBERMAN 
2010, SPENCE et al. 2012). The psychological distance to a perceived threat from climate-
related problems is much greater than the physical distance to the threats (JONES et al.  2017). 
This applies to sea-level rise, increased storm frequency, social disorder, extreme heat, or 
any other site-specific issues that climate change will likely bring to vulnerable communities 
(WALLACE-WELLS 2017). Government and the research community are starting to shift their 
primary focus away from the global prevention of anthropogenic climate change, accepting 
a climate future full of environmental challenges, and toward better informing and imple-
menting adaptation to the impending change. In order to better align the strategies and prior-
ities of the scientific and non-scientific communities it has been suggested that closer atten-
tion to the role of the humanities in decision-making may be a way to mobilize people’s 
understanding of their past and future narratives to sit alongside scientific research and “com-
mand and control” adaptation planning (SCRANTON 2015). Coupling a focus on humanities-
oriented bottom-up approaches to find solutions to modern problems with the increased con-
nectivity of people and places (KELLY 2017) enabled by mobile technology (DEYAN 2019) 
may offer a digital content-generating space or channel for communication that is more in-
clusive than traditional methods. 

1.2 Mobile Data Collection and Augmented Reality 

In pursuing this line of thinking we have speculated that to further facilitate collaborative 
authoring of responses to environmental change, the idea-creation should be able to take 
place on site, in the places where change is expected to express meaningful and compelling 
change, rather than in remote meeting rooms. Thus, our principal interest lies in achieving 
on-site interaction with the history and future of these places, in-situ, where events did occur 
and future impacts will occur, and in-vivo (in the course of everyday life) where the direct 
consequences of change, past and future, can be assessed in authentic context. Augmented 
reality (AR) lends itself to the in-situ, in vivo experience that offers the authenticity, accessi-
bility and immediacy that we seek. “Augmented reality” covers a wide range of approaches. 
While it is possible to float images or movies over the view of a scene via headsets such as 
the transparent visor Microsoft Hololens, a simpler approach that we favor for its accessibil-
ity to a broader public, implements target-based AR via mobile smartphones or tablets. Our 
approach therefore: 

1) Allows researchers to communicate multi-scale views of the past and future to the public 
while they are physically present in the changing landscape – the world as lived-in is 
augmented with information not normally experienced directly, auditory as well as vis-
ual, to reveal the past and project the future.  

2) Facilitates collaboration by allowing the public to contribute information back to the 
researchers and to each other – collecting insights as people go about daily life in an 
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augmented world, we are best-positioned to learn about each-other’s memories of the 
past and dreams for the future. 

The resulting collective narrative is both scientifically and culturally informed, expert and 
non-expert, and more capable of securing the since of urgency needed to make meaningful 
adaptation decisions sensitive to people’s connection to places (ALTMAN & CHEMERS 1980). 
This approach is separate from other forms of social media in that it aims to prompt and 
persuade users to tell a story that immediately addresses the history, culture, and environ-
mental change in the place they currently inhabit, applying that story to a location for others 
to experience, and associated with a coherent objective, in this case the necessity to engage 
and thoughtfully respond to climate-related change (ORLAND et al. 2019). While the idea of 
engaging personal narratives in situ and in vivo seems central to landscape experience, creat-
ing a more authentic story and deeper psychological connection to the place being addressed, 
it is not a common topic in the environmental design literature. People have a desire to author 
narrative content that ultimately creates a database of knowledge and meaning used by eve-
ryone (MCAFEE 2006, BRUNER 2009). Wikipedia, StoryCorps, and Reddit are examples of 
crowd-sourced databases built completely from the bottom up, specific to certain topics, and 
moderated and organized (as opposed to constructed) by the experts on that topic which is 
the tendency of modern technology (KELLY 2017). The further step and value of in situ, in 
vivo data collection has been identified in areas such as medicine and communications, (CHU 
& GARCIA 2017, FIDA et al. 2018, KYZA et al. 2019). Our work realizes these steps in the 
context of environmental design and planning. 

2 The Mobile Application 

We investigate these ideas using a custom mobile application, youARhere, to engage people 
in McIntosh County, Georgia, a rural county in the coastal marshland of the South-Eastern 
United States, with augmented reality content. The app recognizes targets, in this case the 51 
historic markers located in the county and displays a digital timeline augmented onto the 
appropriate marker when viewed through the user’s smart-phone camera. The timeline in-
cludes historic photos, maps, documents, and links to other websites as well as imagined 
future (approximately 2100) images of the area complete with visuals showing sea-level rise, 
adaptation plans for the future, and visually altered landscapes around the location of the 
markers. The user is then prompted to take a picture of the place and respond to three ques-
tions that prompt them to voice record or type their own insights, perceptions, sources, sto-
ries, or predictions of the place’s future.  

The user also has the option to locate additional contributions in locations that may not have 
a historic marker, thus revealing their personal insights to other people living or traveling 
through the county. The responses, images, and locations are stored in a database from which 
we filter inappropriate content, then distribute back to the app for others to hear, visually 
monitor physical changes in the place, and qualitatively analyse for collective themes of en-
vironmental perceptions in a future of sea-level rise. Emulating COULTER et al. (2019) we 
look for themes of climate change adaptation, narratives of distance, vulnerability, agency, 
and change. Furthermore, the open-ended nature of our questions allows us to find collective 
themes of environmental perception, desired adaptation plans, new ways of viewing the his-
tory of a place, and other emergent themes for future research as the application continues to 
be available and used. This research project is a small step in the emergent and radical idea 
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that environmental problems will be addressed by an active public in a bottom-up approach 
that supplements and re-shapes the customary leading role of policy or expert mandates 
(CONWAY et al. 2019, SABEL & VICTOR 2017, WAINWRIGHT & MANN 2018). The responses 
collected in this research are used to gain insight into a collective environmental narrative of 
the citizens and visitors of McIntosh County, Georgia, opening new avenues for research into 
how this data can trigger tangible change in adaption behaviour, environmental design, pol-
icy, and radical action to address climate-related change.  

2.1 Augmented Reality to Motivate a Response 

The application, youARhere, motivates the user to visit a historic marker in McIntosh County 
because the digital content is only visible when the mobile device camera recognizes the 
marker text; meaning the user must be present in the landscape under consideration and be 
facing the marker. The digital timeline (Figure 1a) attempts to place the present-yet-historic 
nature of the physical sign along the artificial timeline between historic information to the 
left of the sign (Figure 1b) and an imagined future to the right of the sign (Figure 1c). 

 

Fig. 1:  
(a) Artificial digital timeline augmented above
the existing historic marker at Butler Island
Plantation in Darien, Georgia, (b) A historic im-
age of the house with a flooded yard from over-
flow of the adjacent river, and (c) A image dis-
playing a potential future view of the site with
permanent flooding, a raised structure, and a pe-
destrian walkway 

Considering a 21st-century collective understanding of the future, in which humanity is no 
longer considered shaped by history but the shaper of it (HOLSCHER 2018: 26), the lines be-
tween past, present, and future blur as people no longer consider the future a ‘fate’ but ‘sub-
ject to human moulding’ in which they decide what the next future history will be. The ability 
to display past, present, and future with augmented reality offers a glimpse of what shape the 
environment and culture have been and potentially will be; prompting the user to contemplate 
the future of the very place they are standing while using the application. The images along 
the timeline are also virtual buttons that access other information about the site when clicked 
on the phone screen. Full screen versions of the images, links to historic information not 
found in the marker text, and information about nearby cultural features are accessed by 
clicking the historic images (figure 2a, b, and c) while imagined future images of a climate-
altered landscape (figure 3a-d) and adaptation strategies (figure 4a, b, c) are accessed by 
clicking the future images displayed on the timeline. 
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Fig. 2: (a) Historic image of the Darien, Georgia coastline, (b) A drawing from a website 
of a bastion style fort similar to the one used in Darien, and (c) image from the linked 
video of McIntosh County Shouters, a locally-significant historic religious singing 
group 

 

Fig. 3: (a) Current image of downtown Darien, Georgia, (b) an imagined future view of 
impacted by a violent storm and flooding, (c) current image of a graveyard adjacent 
to the historic William Bartram Trail, and (d) an imagined future view of the grave-
yard with trees stripped of branches by hurricane winds 

 

Fig. 4: (a) Current view of the marina and docks lining the Altamaha River in Darien, Geor-
gia, (b) Depicting an adaptation strategy of using marsh restoration, and (c) Depict-
ing a sea-wall to protect the town from flooding 

Engaging the public with this information while immersed in the landscape, in the absence 
of expert officials or researchers, and augmenting their experience with otherwise unseen 
images and information will prompt thinking about the future from the understanding that it 
will one day be a ‘history’ possibly written on a similar marker. Harnessing these thoughts 
and collecting local insights from the users immediately during the time of on-site experience 
with the application will provide us with a more authentic version of how the public imagines 
the climate change story playing out in their community. 

 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) 
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2.2 Contributed Narratives 

   

Fig. 5: youARhere mobile interface with (a) The narrative / insight contribution screen 
where users can type or upload audio, (b) The historic marker and corresponding 
narratives from other users, and (c) an example of a personal narrative connecting 
the place to a user’s contribution 

The research reported here aims to understand how the drive to author found in other media 
(e. g., HORNSEY et al. 2016, LANE et al. 2017) can persuade people to engage the environ-
mental future with a story about themselves. The researcher’s role, no longer the sole source 
of determining how people think and react to climate related challenges, is to extract themes 
of environmental understanding from the collective stories of the crowd and communicate 
them in a way that bridges the public/scientific divide (KELLY 2017).  Once a user has expe-
rienced the augmented timeline and linked images/videos they are given the opportunity to 
take and upload a picture of the area. Next, they are asked the following questions to prompt 
a personalized story: 

1)  What did we miss? What more can you tell us of the culture and history of this place? 

2)  Are there other places in the area that should be recognized for their cultural and historic 
significance? 

3)  What do you think a similar historic marker on this site will say in the year 2100? 

User responses, audio, text, or images, can be seen by other users of the application (Figure 
5a-c) or on the accompanying website youarhere.org. Reading and listening to the stories of 
others constitutes another form of social engagement augmenting place experience.  
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The information collected from contributors will be the data to determine 1) the collective 
narrative about the future look and human condition of this place in the mind of the public, 
2) a visual assessment of physical change in the environment over time from the images, and 
3) a knowledge of undocumented places that people deem worthy of cultural significance. 
The emerging narrative comprises the new data in emerging radical examples of environ-
mental adaptation, design, and decision making by community members using a bottom-up 
approach that is independent of policy or expert mandates (WAINWRIGHT & MANN 2018) 
and mobile technology is a major tool in this shift (KELLY 2017, DIAMOND & PLATTNER 
2012, GORDON & MANOSEVITCH 2010, SUROWIECKI 2004).  

3 Discussion 

Facilitating and promoting adoption is a challenge for public engagement with any new tech-
nology. While public introductory meetings, a social media presence, and advertisements are 
planned for launching youARhere in coastal Georgia, our design expects the most significant 
drivers of adoption to be local conversations about the application and the desire to be a part 
of the record, as with other crowd media such as Wikipedia (MCAFEE 2006) and StoryCorps 
(MANCINO 2019). Responses from users will provide insight into how people think about the 
future, the public’s best collective bet (SUROWIECKI 2004) on how to adapt to the future, and 
how they consider their responses in the visibly changing environment and current rhetoric 
about the future of the coastal Georgia landscape.  

Current technological capabilities offer many tools for disseminating the larger collective 
insights we gather. Once assembled via an online database accessed at youARhere.org, re-
sponses can be made available via online search, geofence-triggered text or audio messages, 
or by tagging to online map locations. ZHOU and LI (2017) introduced Map-of-Word, an 
extension to the R statistical package to map verbal responses as a fine-grained charting of 
individual experiences. Future expectations at some locations may differ significantly from 
those at others, indicating features of landscape settings that differentiate future thinking 
(Figure 6a-c). Emerging themes recognized in word counts can be mapped to indicate spatial 
variability combining qualitative and quantitative representations for a place-based collective 
narrative (COULTER et al. 2019).  

  

Fig. 6: Map-of-words examples for Darien, Georgia: (a) the river bank culture of busi-
nesses, new condos, expecting future vitality, (b) the eastern edge of historic fort 
and gated communities, anticipating preservation, and (c) Black Island east of Dar-
ien where residents have already experienced flooded homes and roads, storm dam-
age, feeling the immediate risk of permanent sea-level rise 
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4 Conclusion and Outlook 

Understanding the various ways people think about the future of the environment and their 
role in responding is central to determining a trajectory to our environmental future. The 
power of the crowd to predict outcomes and increase the diversity of adaptation strategies 
will shape future decision making (SUROWIEKI 2004). Asking for people’s thoughts about 
the future of a place while they are on site, in the absence of a researcher, and experiencing 
digital augmentations through a mobile device is not guaranteed to improve on previous 
methods of seeking individuals’ insights, but it does address several weaknesses in prior 
methods. The researcher’s job in a future of increased reliance on environmental crowd data 
will be to aggregate that data via interactive display and interrogation media that clarify as-
pects of decision making that experts may have previously overlooked or undervalued. Big 
data collection will be more useful for adaptation when the data are conveyed via networked 
mobile technology to the places where people live and collaborate. Our next steps include 
continuous evaluation of the adoption of youARhere and enhancing the delivery of the result-
ing crowd-sourced data for use in formal and informal planning and management. Gamifica-
tion will be explored as an avenue to increase information transfer and education, and through 
competitive mechanisms to encourage adoption and motivate use. The emerging narratives, 
blending scientific and humanistic insights will become valuable to decision making when 
delivered via a platform that is authenticated, validated, accessible, and understandable. 
youARhere is a prototype application that offers a collaborative and interactive tool support-
ing the cognitive / behavioral processes bringing the public’s views and insights about the 
future into discussions and planning for adaptation to changing coastal conditions.  
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